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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
11 219 6.7 2.1 10 66.9 1.3
12 100 15.5 4.7 20 77.5 0.6
13 97 12.8 5.9 20 64 0.6
14 51 4.6 3.2 10 46.5 0.3
15 22 14 5.9 20 69.8 0.1
16 17 5.5 6.3 20 27.4 0.1
17 16182 6.6 1.2 10 65.6 97.2
18 9709 13.1 2.7 20 65.6 58.3
19 6437 12.4 2.7 20 62 38.7
20 8 2.5 1.9 10 25 0.1
21 1 2 20 10 0
22 3 1.7 1.2 20 8.3 0
23 229 6.8 1.5 10 67.7 1.4
24 134 14.8 2.6 20 73.9 0.8
25 95 13.2 4 20 66.1 0.6
26 11 2.2 2 10 21.8 0.1
28 3 4 0 20 20 0
29 15926 6.1 1.3 10 60.5 95.6
30 8248 12.1 3 20 60.5 49.5
31 7613 12.6 2.8 20 63 45.7
32 40 6.3 2.2 10 63 0.2
33 28 14.6 3.5 20 72.9 0.2
34 9 15.3 1.9 20 76.7 0.1
35 472 7.1 1.2 10 70.6 2.8
36 305 15.1 2.4 20 75.6 1.8
37 159 15.2 2.2 20 75.9 1
38 31 4.2 1.8 10 41.9 0.2
39 19 10.1 3.6 20 50.5 0.1
40 10 8 3.6 20 40 0.1
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Heroes


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Or,


‘Not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic.’ How far do you 
agree with this statement?   [20]
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Sticky Note

Placed within the text with a focus on the role of the Inspector. Effective start.



Sticky Note

Effective comments on language choice and the effect of a particular word informed by a clear knowledge of exactly what is happening in the extract.



Sticky Note

A further example develops the point with confidence and insight.



Sticky Note

Techniques are appreciated and comments on AO2 continue to be anchored in a confident understanding of the subtext and AO1.







Sticky Note

Another developed point showing confident understanding of the writer's intentions and style.







Sticky Note

Good focus on the exact task through an exploration of the Inspector's presentation in the extract.



Sticky Note

Willing to speculate and consider sensible alternatives.



Sticky Note

9 marks. A sustained and closely read response. AO2 points are anchored in a clear understanding for AO1 throughout.  Possible task: highlight the details explored on a copy of the extract to demonstrate how effective coverage has been achieved. 
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7 


An Inspector Calls 


 
How does Priestley present the character of Sheila to an audience 
throughout the play? Remember to support your answer with reference to 
the play and comment on its social, cultural and historical context. [20] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (33%) and AO4 (67%). 
 
0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
1-4 marks  Answers will be underdeveloped and based on simple, general 


narrative. 
 


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on simple narrative with an 
awareness and some discussion of Sheila. There will be some 
awareness of relevant contextual factors, particularly at the top 
of this mark range. 
 


10-14 marks At this level, and particularly at the bottom of this band, answers 
will still be narrative driven, but with an increasingly secure and 
selective use of the text to support a discussion of Sheila and 
how she is presented. At the top of this band, responses will be 
thoughtful and thorough, with an increasing understanding of 
contextual factors. 
 


15-20 marks In this band, answers will be assured in their use of selected 
detail, and will have a clear sense of overview and evaluation in 
their consideration of the presentation of Sheila. There is likely 
to be some sensitivity in the discussion of her relationship with 
Gerald as well her interactions with Eva Smith, for instance, and 
confident discussion of her attitudes as shown through the play. 
There will be a clear grasp of the impact of contextual factors. 


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


  


1 8 
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Sticky Note

States an immediate and relevant case. A direct response to the task.



Sticky Note

A useful focus on AO4 is then supported by relevant reference to events and detail from the play.







Sticky Note

A thoughtful argument built on the initial point about lack of control and how this is deserving of sympathy.



Sticky Note

Some relevant detail to develop another contextual point.







Sticky Note

Context and the writer's intention are discussed more generally here with less direct reference to events and details from the play.



Sticky Note

Some effective and relevant selections here but these points are not developed.







Sticky Note

13 marks. A thoughtful and focused discussion rooted in context. At its best when combining events and details from the play with AO4 points.  Possible task: Where could more detail have helped to support the contextual discussion?
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Sticky Note

Clear, brief placement to show understanding.







Sticky Note

An interesting discussion of the language used to show a contrast in mood and atmosphere. Working on AO2.



Sticky Note

A successful attempt to give the language used in this extract further relevance by referring to the wider text.



Sticky Note

A bit more generalised but still has a detailed focus on the task.



Sticky Note

Probes the subtext of the extract with some confidence and a clear focus on the terms of the question.







Sticky Note

8 marks. Into the top band for some confident work on AO2 linked to a clear focus on mood and atmosphere.  Possible task: Are words such as 'down and dull' useful to explore mood and atmosphere here? Could these terms be improved?
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Sticky Note

Economic placement of the extract within the  play to show understanding.



Sticky Note

Selects detail and makes a sensible comment about it, focused on the Inspector.



Sticky Note

Some attention to AO2 with relevance to the question.



Sticky Note

5 marks. Some sensible, focused and informed points, but lacks range across the extract and is fairly brief and undeveloped. Possible task: expand the response to gain more marks.
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An Inspector Calls


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Either,


How does Priestley present the character of Sheila to an audience throughout the play? 
Remember to support your answer with reference to the play and comment on its social, 
cultural and historical context. [20]
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Heroes 
 


Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following 
question: 


 
How does Robert Cormier create mood and atmosphere here? Refer 
closely to the extract in your answer.   [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (50%) and AO2 (50%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1 mark  
 


Brief responses, and simple comments on what is happening. 
 


2-4 marks  Answers will tend to be underdeveloped, with some awareness, 
and some discussion, for 3/4.  
 


5-7 marks Discussion will be more focused and supported by apt detail. For 
7, discussion of the creation of mood and atmosphere will be 
thorough and thoughtful. 
 


8-10 marks Answers will be closely read and assured. At the top they will also 
be evaluative and analytical. Features such as the poignancy of 
the description of himself and the events he describes in the 
extract may well be addressed with confidence. 


 
 


2 9 
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Sticky Note

Opening statement shows a clear understanding of what the writer is doing in the extract. Sensible start.







Sticky Note

Straightforward but sound point. Some definition of mood, although the terms dull and depressing are given limited justification.



Sticky Note

Further understanding of the general intent of the writer at this point with some link to mood and atmosphere.



Sticky Note

6 marks. Shows sound understanding of what is happening and the relevant mood and atmosphere. Terms used to define mood and atmosphere are quite general. Some detailed justification has been offered.
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Heroes


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Either,


How is the character of Nicole Renard important to the novel as a whole? [20]


Or,


‘Not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic.’ How far do you 
agree with this statement?   [20]
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31 


‘Not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic.’ 
How far do you agree with this statement? 


Robert Cormier’s ‘Heroes’ explores the theme of heroism throughout its duration, through 
characters such as Nichole, Francis and Larry LaSalle.  I partially agree with the statement that ‘Not 
one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic’ but it is unfair to say that ‘not one 
character is presented as heroic’ as heroism can be interpreted in many ways.  


The first and arguably most important character in ‘Heroes’ that is presented to be heroic is Francis 
Cassavant, the ‘Silver Star hero’, the man with ‘no face’ as a result of his injuries.  Francis gained his 
Silver Star medal by ’jumping on a grenade’ and ’saving the lives of his platoon.’   This portrays 
Francis as heroic in the most traditional sense of the word as he had saved lives.  However, Francis’ 
motives for ‘(jumping) on that grenade’ were because he ‘wanted to die’ as Larry LaSalle had ‘torn’ 
away the one thing he held dear to him.  Francis’ motives could make the reader believe that his 
actions weren’t as heroic as they once thought them to be.  Francis also states that he ‘(doesn’t) 
know what a hero is anymore.’  This further supports the statement, as Francis doesn’t know what a 
hero should be.  However, Francis is an unreliable narrator, making his judgement on who ‘the real 
heroes’ are untrustworthy.   Francis often alludes to him being suicidal throughout the novel.  This 
clouds his judgement as he is not in the right state of mind to judge whether he is ‘the hero they 
think (he is.)’  Francis is fuelled by rage and obsessed over his ‘mission’, limiting his reliability as a 
narrator.  This could make the reader believe that he is heroic in his own right, but others could also 
believe that he is more of a vigilante. 


Another character used to explore the theme of heroism is Nichole Reynard, Francis’ love interest 
and past girlfriend.  Nichole is presented as heroic as she had gone past her rape in Chapter 12.  She 
even apologises to Francis, saying that ‘(he wasn’t) to blame’ as he was just a child.  This illustrates 
Nichole as brave and heroic.  However, Nichole had completely altered her appearance.  Her once 
‘black hair that fell to her shoulders’ is now ‘cut short’, with ‘her facial features more prominent.’  
This illustrates Nichole as a more masculine character after her rape and could lead the reader to 
believe she isn’t as heroic as, much like Francis, she ran away from her problem.   


The final character used to highlight the theme of heroism is Larry LaSalle, the ‘Silver Star hero’.  
Larry wasn’t only a ‘hero’ from the war but a ‘hero’ to the ‘Wreck Centre gang’ as they admired him.  
He ‘was everywhere’ implying that he was omnipresent, likening him to God.  However, all the 
‘good’ things he did were ‘washed away’ by the raping of Nichole, and possibly others.  This is 
highlighted through his love of ‘sweet young things’ and ‘the things that make us evil.’  This portrays 
LaSalle as a sinister, villainous character, not as a hero like the Wreck Centre gang thought he was. 


Overall, the statement ‘not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic’ is true to 
a small extent, as heroism is explored by Cormier in many different ways and through different 
characters.  It is unfair to say that they’re not heroes in their own right, but it could be fairer to say 
that none of them are heroes in the traditional sense of the word. 
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Heroes 


 
How is the character of Nicole Renard important to the novel as a whole? 
 [20] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (33%) and AO2 (67%). 
 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-4 marks  Simple brief answers, based on a general re-telling of some 
relevant parts of the story. 
 


5-9 marks  Answers will be narrative driven, with some 
discussion/awareness/empathy for 8 – 9. 
 


10-14 marks Answers will still be narrative dependent, but with apt focus on 
key areas of the text to support the discussion of Nicole and her 
importance. For 13 – 14, answers will be thorough and 
thoughtful, building a direct response to the task. 
 


15-20 marks At this level there will be a clear focus on the task and some 
sensitive, supported discussion of Nicole and her importance to 
the novel as a whole. There will be a confident handling of the 
chronology of the events of the novel to back this up. Responses 
will be increasingly evaluative at the top of the band. 


 
Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


  


3 0 
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31 


‘Not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic.’ 
How far do you agree with this statement? 


Robert Cormier’s ‘Heroes’ explores the theme of heroism throughout its duration, through 
characters such as Nichole, Francis and Larry LaSalle.  I partially agree with the statement that ‘Not 
one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic’ but it is unfair to say that ‘not one 
character is presented as heroic’ as heroism can be interpreted in many ways.  


The first and arguably most important character in ‘Heroes’ that is presented to be heroic is Francis 
Cassavant, the ‘Silver Star hero’, the man with ‘no face’ as a result of his injuries.  Francis gained his 
Silver Star medal by ’jumping on a grenade’ and ’saving the lives of his platoon.’   This portrays 
Francis as heroic in the most traditional sense of the word as he had saved lives.  However, Francis’ 
motives for ‘(jumping) on that grenade’ were because he ‘wanted to die’ as Larry LaSalle had ‘torn’ 
away the one thing he held dear to him.  Francis’ motives could make the reader believe that his 
actions weren’t as heroic as they once thought them to be.  Francis also states that he ‘(doesn’t) 
know what a hero is anymore.’  This further supports the statement, as Francis doesn’t know what a 
hero should be.  However, Francis is an unreliable narrator, making his judgement on who ‘the real 
heroes’ are untrustworthy.   Francis often alludes to him being suicidal throughout the novel.  This 
clouds his judgement as he is not in the right state of mind to judge whether he is ‘the hero they 
think (he is.)’  Francis is fuelled by rage and obsessed over his ‘mission’, limiting his reliability as a 
narrator.  This could make the reader believe that he is heroic in his own right, but others could also 
believe that he is more of a vigilante. 


Another character used to explore the theme of heroism is Nichole Reynard, Francis’ love interest 
and past girlfriend.  Nichole is presented as heroic as she had gone past her rape in Chapter 12.  She 
even apologises to Francis, saying that ‘(he wasn’t) to blame’ as he was just a child.  This illustrates 
Nichole as brave and heroic.  However, Nichole had completely altered her appearance.  Her once 
‘black hair that fell to her shoulders’ is now ‘cut short’, with ‘her facial features more prominent.’  
This illustrates Nichole as a more masculine character after her rape and could lead the reader to 
believe she isn’t as heroic as, much like Francis, she ran away from her problem.   


The final character used to highlight the theme of heroism is Larry LaSalle, the ‘Silver Star hero’.  
Larry wasn’t only a ‘hero’ from the war but a ‘hero’ to the ‘Wreck Centre gang’ as they admired him.  
He ‘was everywhere’ implying that he was omnipresent, likening him to God.  However, all the 
‘good’ things he did were ‘washed away’ by the raping of Nichole, and possibly others.  This is 
highlighted through his love of ‘sweet young things’ and ‘the things that make us evil.’  This portrays 
LaSalle as a sinister, villainous character, not as a hero like the Wreck Centre gang thought he was. 


Overall, the statement ‘not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic’ is true to 
a small extent, as heroism is explored by Cormier in many different ways and through different 
characters.  It is unfair to say that they’re not heroes in their own right, but it could be fairer to say 
that none of them are heroes in the traditional sense of the word. 



Sticky Note

Engaged, direct opening that takes the question on and suggests there will be an overview.



Sticky Note

Embeds relevant details within a summary of key events.



Sticky Note

Reference to the structure of the book is useful for AO2 as it is relevant to the argument here.



Sticky Note

Very engaged and moving towards evaluative but could expand and develop some of these points.



Sticky Note

We might argue with this judgment of Nicole but it is still an opinion that has been built on detail and must be credited as such.



Sticky Note

Another character is evaluated, but briefly. Points could be developed, especially from some of the good range of details chosen.  How does Larry use his Godlike qualities to allow him to assault Nicole, for example?



Sticky Note

15 marks. A well informed and engaged response that could have gone further into the top band with more development of some of the points. A range of detail is employed.  Confident work. Possible task: Try to add in some references to specific events to develop some of the evaluations of the characters.
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An Inspector Calls


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


Look closely at how the Inspector speaks and behaves here. What does it reveal about 
him to an audience at this point in the play? [10]
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InsPeCtor (taking charge, masterfully) Stop! 
 They are suddenly quiet, staring at him. 
 And be quiet for a moment and listen to me. I don’t need to know any more. Neither do 


you. This girl killed herself – and died a horrible death. But each of you helped to kill 
her. Remember that. Never forget it. (He looks from one to the other of them carefully.) 
But then I don’t think you ever will. Remember what you did, Mrs Birling. You turned 
her away when she most needed help. You refused her even the pitiable little bit of 
organized charity you had in your power to grant her. Remember what you did–


EriC (unhappily) My God – I’m not likely to forget.


InsPeCtor Just used her for the end of a stupid drunken evening, as if she was an animal, a thing, 
not a person. No. you won’t forget. (He looks at SHeila.) 


SHeila  (bitterly) I know. I had her turned out of a job. I started it. 


InsPeCtor You helped – but didn’t start it. (Rather savagely, to Birling.) You started it. She wanted 
twenty-five shillings a week instead of twenty-two and sixpence. You made her pay a 
heavy price for that. And now she’ll make you pay a heavier price still. 


Birling (unhappily) Look, Inspector – I’d give thousands – yes, thousands–


InsPeCtor You’re offering the money at the wrong time. Mr Birling. (He makes a move as if 
concluding the session, possibly shutting up notebook, etc. Then surveys them 
sardonically.) No, I don’t think any of you will forget. Nor that young man, Croft, though 
he at least had some affection for her and made her happy for a time. Well, Eva 
Smith’s gone. You can’t do her any more harm. And you can’t do her any good now, 
either. You can’t even say ‘I’m sorry, Eva Smith.’


SHeila  (who is crying quietly) That’s the worst of it. 


InsPeCtor But just remember this. One Eva Smith has gone – but there are millions and millions 
and millions of Eva Smiths and John Smiths still left with us, with their lives, their 
hopes and fears, their suffering and chance of happiness, all intertwined with our 
lives, and what we think and say and do. We don’t live alone. We are members of one 
body. We are responsible for each other. And I tell you that the time will soon come 
when, if men will not learn that lesson, then they will be taught it in fire and blood and 
anguish. Good night.
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'Not one of the characters in Heroes is actually presented as heroic.' How 
far do you agree with this statement?  [20] 
 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (33%) and AO2 (67%). 
 
As with all such open questions, remember that comment is free, so judge 
according to the marking criteria. 
 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-4 marks  Simple comments based on probably patchy narrative. 
 


5-9 marks  Answers will be narrative driven, with some 
discussion/awareness/empathy for 8 – 9. 
 


10-14 marks Answers will still be narrative dependent, but with apt focus on 
key areas of the text to support the discussion of whether any 
of the characters are presented as heroic. For 13 – 14, 
answers will be thorough and thoughtful, building a direct 
response to the task. 
 


15-20 marks At this level there will be a clear focus on the task and some 
sensitive, supported discussion of various characters in the 
novel and whether they are presented as heroic. There will 
also be an engaged and informed personal response to 
show to what extent the candidate agrees with the 
statement. This will be increasingly evaluative at the top of 
the band. 
 


 
Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
 


  


3 1 
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Heroes


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


How does Robert Cormier create mood and atmosphere here? Refer closely to the 
extract in your answer. [10]
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I wear a scarf that covers the lower part of my face. The scarf is white and silk like the aviators 
wore in their airplanes back during the First World War, over the battlefields and trenches of Europe. 
I like to think that it flows behind me in the wind when I walk but I guess it doesn’t. 


There’s a Red Sox cap on my head and I tilt the cap forwards so that the visor keeps the upper 
part of my face in shadow. I walk with my head down as if I have lost money on the sidewalk and am 
looking for it. 


I keep a bandage on the space where my nose used to be. The bandage reaches the back of my 
head and is kept in place with a safety pin. 


There are problems, of course. 
My nose, or I should say, my caves, runs a lot. I don’t know why this should happen and even the 


doctors can’t figure it out but it’s like I have a cold that never goes away. The bandage gets wet and 
I have to change it often and it’s hard closing the safety pin at the back of my head.


I am wearing my old army fatigue jacket. 
So, I am well covered up, face and body, although I don’t know what I am going to do when 


summer comes and the weather gets hot. Right now, it’s March, cold and rainy, and I will worry about 
summer when it gets here and if I am still around. 


Anyway, this gives you an idea of what I look like when I walk down the street. People glance at 
me in surprise and look away quickly or cross the street when they see me coming.


I don’t blame them.


I have plenty of money. 
I received all this back pay when I was discharged from Fort Delta. The back pay accumulated 


during the time I spent in battle in France and then in the hospitals, first in France, then in England. 
My money is in cash. Hundred dollar bills and twenties and tens. The smaller bills I keep in my 


wallet but the rest of the money is stashed in my duffel bag which is always with me, slung over my 
shoulder. I am like the Hunchback of Notre Dame, my face like a gargoyle and the duffel bag like a 
lump on my back. 


I am staying in the attic tenement in Mrs Belander’s three -decker on Third Street. She finally 
answered the door after I had been knocking for a while, and regarded me with suspicion, not 
recognizing me. This was proof that the scarf and the bandage were working in two ways: not only 
to hide the ugliness of what used to be my face, but to hide my identity.
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An Inspector Calls 
 


Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following 
question: 


 
Look closely at how the Inspector speaks and behaves here. What does it 
reveal about his character to an audience at this point in the play?  [10] 
 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (50%) and AO2 (50%). 


 
0 marks Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
1 mark Simple, general comments – very brief, probably. 


2-4 marks Candidates will re-tell the extract, with, for 3/4, some discussion 
of the Inspector as he appears here. 
 


5-7 marks At this level, candidates will select and highlight detail to support 
their discussion of the Inspector as he appears in the extract. At 
the top of the band, discussion of selected detail will be 
thoughtful and thorough. 
 


8-10 marks Discussion of the Inspector and what he has to say here will be 
confident and evaluative, covering aspects such as his 
assurance and the nature of his message, with particular 
attention to how these are presented. Close focus on 
language/imagery will be evident in this band. 


 


1 7 
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Sticky Note

Repeating the question in the first sentence may seem unnecessary but does lead to a clear focus on AO4.



Sticky Note

Using detail to make judgments about the character.



Sticky Note

Quite tentative and clearly links AO4 and AO1 by discussing what her presentation tells us contextually.







Sticky Note

Quite a speculative section. We don't know whether Sheila had a nanny, so probably better to avoid this kind of more unsupportable discussion.



Sticky Note

More confident again now, using detail to show how Sheila's presentation is reflective of the society of the time.







Sticky Note

Eva is used as a contrast to Sheila and although there is some speculation there is also some insightful probing of subtext linked to context.



Sticky Note

A more impressive range of relevant detail is used in this section. Confident.







Sticky Note

Some overview and appreciation of how the character changes during the play.



Sticky Note

16 marks. Some is well supported and confident. Some is more speculative.  A strong focus on AO4 by using the question carefully to anchor discussion.  Possible task: What other events and detail could be added? Could the incident with Eva and the dress be made more of?
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An Inspector Calls


Answer                   and either                   or                  .


You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on                   , and about 40 minutes on             


or                   .


Or,


For which character in An Inspector Calls do you have the greatest sympathy? Show 
how Priestley creates sympathy for your chosen character. Remember to support your 
answer with reference to the play and comment on its social, cultural and historical 
context. [20]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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For which character in An Inspector Calls do you have the greatest 
sympathy? Show how Priestley creates sympathy for your chosen 
character. Remember to support your answer with reference to the play 
and comment on its social, cultural and historical context. [20] 
 
This question covers assessment objectives AO1 (33%) and AO4 (67%). 
 
As with all questions of this type, candidates may approach this in different 
ways, as opinion is free, so judge according to the marking guidelines. 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


1-4 marks  
 


Answers will be underdeveloped and based on simple narrative. 
 


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on fairly simple narrative with an 
awareness of, and some discussion of, the chosen character 
with, probably, empathy at the top of this mark range. There will 
be some awareness of relevant contextual factors, particularly at 
the top of this mark range. 
 
 


10-14 marks Candidates will use a sound knowledge of the text to support 
their discussion of the chosen character which will become 
increasingly thoughtful and thorough at the top of this band, with 
an increasing understanding of contextual factors. 
 
 


15-20 marks Discussion of the chosen character will be assured and 
evaluative, and the issue of presentation to create sympathy will 
be addressed with increasing assurance, through overview as 
well as through direct reference, and with increasing sensitivity. 
There will be a clear grasp of the impact of contextual factors. 


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


 
 
 
  


1 9 
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Scroll down



Sticky Note

Direct and engaged opening that is focused on the terms of the question.







Sticky Note

Summarises some key events and shows understanding.



Sticky Note

Making some connections using detail and events from across the text.



Sticky Note

More sustained and detailed support here.







Sticky Note

Some attention to language use as an aspect of AO2.  Comments on detail.



Sticky Note

Some thoughtful probing of subtext.



Sticky Note

13 marks. Some thoughtful ideas, some supporting detail and events. Returns to the terms of the task at the end to keep focus.  Possible task: add some more detail to the initial summary of events to increase attention to language.
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